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The number of staff working from home is on the rise due to the recent COVID-19 outbreak. For many
businesses in South Africa, video calls are becoming an integral method of connection. Coworkers are
using the calls for meetings, families for celebrating birthdays and friends for talking to something other
than the blank wall at home.

Depending on the type of call you're on, it could be at risk for "zoombombing." The term is a reference
to the online meeting platform Zoom but can apply to similar platforms like Google Hangouts,
Microsoft Teams, and more. It's used to describe instances where the screen is hĳacked to harass those
tuning in and can involve spreading vulgar messages.

Here are simple some tips for you to keep in mind while using web conference apps:

The updates that tech companies offer for their products not only add new options and features, but
also address “bugs” and security breaches found.

The requirement to present a password before entering the conference, in addition to displaying the
call number, provides sufficient security. Another way to control who enters the call is the “Waiting
Room” option, in which a call manager creates a “Waiting Room” through which the participants can
connect. You can do this in the “Advanced Options” drop-down menu when you want to schedule a
call.

As host of the meeting, you may prevent instances of participants displaying inappropriate content by
restricting the use of their camera, as well as preventing file or screen sharing by participants.

Most web conference applications allow you to record video calls and export them as video files as
soon as the call ends. This is a very useful tool when you want to update those who were not present
at the meeting. The security problem that comes with using this tool is almost self-explanatory: since
conversation participants can export the recorded file, the file can actually find its way into malicious
hands.

To reduce the possible dangers from using the recording tool, the call manager can decide which of
the participants may record the call through the participant management window and click “Allow
Record”.

Researchers have noticed an increase in 'Zoom' domain name registrations since the start of Social
Distancing and the South African lockdown. They were able to confirm that at least 70 of those
domains were being used maliciously. Some hackers are going even further than phishing attacks by
adding malicious “.exe” files with Zoom in their file name. Once downloaded, these files can then
open up a victim’s computer to further attacks.

Be wary of fake links by looking out for the following:
- Check shortened URLs
- Look for misspellings
- Keep an eye out for extra URL words
- Confirm with the organiser that they did set up this meeting
- Think before you click

Thank you for always keeping your organisation safe while working remotely!
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1. Do not delay start times, or waste time during the meeting by being unprepared.
2. Always make others in your household aware of a video conference taking place. Be wary of your

camera positioning, taking note that children, animals and objects in the background could be a
distraction to the other parties involved.

3. Don't forget that appearances matter in video meetings, dress as if you were in the office. Doing so
shows respect and professionalism to your peers and prospective clients. It’s also important to note
that appearances are not limited just to you. Be aware of the condition of your surroundings. Messy
piles of paper on your desk? Piles of laundry? Stack of dirty dishes? To the people on the other end
of the camera, an untidy work area can cause a major distraction.

4. Don’t multitask during video meetings as everyone can see that you are busy with something else
and not fully concentrating on the meeting at hand.


